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When the
words fell, Wu Yong turned around and walked towards Su Qingyan, with a wicked
smile on his face: “Beauty Su, you and Yue Feng get together less often, you must be
lonely in your heart, hehe, let’s be happy together later.
” You…”
At this moment, Su Qingyan was ashamed and angry, and she shouted: “Go away…”
If he was sullied by him in front of everyone, he might as well just die.
Nima!
At the same time, Wen Chou Chou, Sun Dasheng and others were also furious.
This Wu Yong is really a beast, and he actually wants to get his hands on Su Qingyan…
In anger, Sun Dasheng’s eyes were blood red, and he howled at Wu Yong: “Wu Yong,
damn it, you want to be a man. Yes, don’t touch my sister-in-law…”
When howling, Sun Dasheng’s voice was completely hoarse, and fire almost spewed
from his eyes.
“Wu Yong!”
At the same time, Wen Chou Chou’s face was also ashen, and he couldn’t help
shouting: “Don’t touch her, I will give you the secret book and formula.” When he said
this, Wen Chou Chou was very angry.
To be honest, Wen Chou Chou was extremely reluctant to agree to give Wu Yong the
secret book.
But there is no way, the secret book is important, but it is not as important as the
innocence of the younger brother and sister. If Su Qingyan is tainted, how will she
behave in the future, and how will she face Fengzi?
“Oh?”
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Wu Yong stopped when he heard Wen Chou Chou’s words, with a bit of abusive
expression on his face: “Wen Hall Master has figured it out? It’s a pity that it’s too late.”
After

speaking, Wu Yong endured He couldn’t help but look back at Su Qingyan and smiled
evilly: “This beautiful lady Su has already ignited my evil fire, and it can’t be
extinguished anymore. Hehe…”
The last word fell, Wu Yong’s figure flashed, and when he came to Su Qingyan, he
grabbed the corner of the skirt and pulled it hard.
Stab it!
Hearing a crisp sound, a large piece of Su Qingyan’s skirt was ripped off, revealing her
snow-white straight legs…
Seeing this situation, Wen Chou Chou and everyone were even more angry.
Su Qingyan’s delicate face instantly flushed red, unable to hide her anger and disgust:
“Go away, if you dare to touch me, I will smash your corpse into tens of thousands of
pieces.”
Su Qingyan’s face was cold when she said this. Frost, there is an indescribable despair
in her heart.
You and Brother Wen are both under control and can’t resist at all. Is it really going to
be succeeded by this shameless villain?
“Hehe…”
Su Qingyan’s scolding, not only did not make Wu Yong restrained, but aroused his
interest even more, and said with a smile at that time: “The angry appearance of Su
Damei is fascinating, don’t worry, I’ll take good care of you later.” As
he spoke, Wu Yong quickly grabbed Su Qingyan.
Su Qingyan couldn’t break free, and in an instant, her heart became even more
desperate.
“Stop!”
At this critical moment, a cold scolding suddenly came, the sound was not loud, but
there was no doubt.
Swish!
At this moment, everyone was stunned when they heard the sound.

I saw a slender and charming figure, who did not know when to appear at the door of
the prison. His facial features were exquisite and charming, with beautiful curves, and
his body was filled with suffocating cold.
It is ice.
After Han Bing broke into Qintian Prison, after some exploration, he finally found the
underground cell where everyone was imprisoned. As soon as he arrived at the door,
he heard that Wu Yong was going to sully Su Qingyan.
“Girl Han Bing?”
At this time, when Wen Chou Chou saw that it was Bing Bing, everyone was surprised
and happy.
Wu Yong also quickly retracted his hand, his eyes fixed on Han Bing, faintly flickering
with fear, as an elder of the Wudang faction, how could he not know Han Bing? The
daughter of Yue Feng and Han Ao Ran, the leader of the younger generation of the
Emei School, with outstanding talent.
However, Wu Yong quickly calmed down, looked at Han Bing up and down and said,
“You… how did you get in?”
At this time, Wu Yong didn’t know that most of the gods and soldiers in the Diligent
Supervisor were accepted. Lan Wushuang and the two led them to a small town dozens
of miles away, which led to the slack defense of Qin Tianjian. Under such
circumstances, Han Bing could sneak in quietly.
call!
Han Bing sighed lightly and did not answer directly, but said coldly: “As an elder of
Wudang, but doing such a despicable act, you will lose all the face of the Wudang
faction.”
In Han Bing’s heart, Wen Chou Chou He and Su Qingyan are his relatives. At this time,
he clearly saw a bright red slap print on Wen Chou Chou’s face, and a piece of Su
Qingyan’s skirt was ripped off… How can you not be angry with such a scene?
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“You…”
Hearing Han Bing’s scolding, Wu Yong blushed, opened his mouth but didn’t know how
to refute.
After all, his actions are indeed disgusting.

However, Wu Yong quickly reacted. This is the Diligent Supervisor, and there are gods
and soldiers guarding it outside. Why is he so timid?
Thinking to himself, Wu Yong smiled evilly and said to Han Bing: “What a sharp-spoken
girl, if I guess right, you sneaked in to save people, right? Haha, don’t even look at
where this place is, You alone want to save them?”
Afterwards, Wu Yong looked up and down at the ice, his eyes flickered with evil light: “If
you are sensible, just obediently capture them, or else you will suffer.” As he
said , Wu Yong couldn’t help but admire secretly.
Ma De, Yue Feng’s daughter, is also stunning…
“Shameless!”
Hearing this, Han Bing’s pretty face changed, and she couldn’t express her anger. At
that time, she was too lazy to talk nonsense. He got up, pulled out his long sword, and
stabbed Wu Yong straight.
With this sword, Frost activated 90% of his internal strength, and the power was
astonishing.
Chi…
You can clearly see that where the long sword passed, the air suddenly tore apart, and
the temperature of the entire cell plummeted.
Seeing this situation, everyone around Wen Chou Chou was very excited.
You must know that Han Bing is extremely talented. He was proudly designated as the
head of the Emei School when he was very young. Now that a few years have passed,
his strength has grown by leaps and bounds. It can be said that his strength is
comparable to that of Yue Wuya. At this time, it is more than enough to deal with a
scum like Wu Yong.
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“You’re not too timid, you dare to do it.”
Seeing Han Bing stab at it, Wu Yong’s face changed, he shouted, and he also drew out
his long sword and attacked.
Bang bang bang…

In the blink of an eye, the two sides were fighting fiercely in the cell, and they saw sword
shadows raging on both sides, and the silhouettes collided constantly, making waves of
vibrations.
Soon, after a few rounds of fighting, Han Bing found an opportunity, turned his long
sword, and quickly stabbed Wu Yong’s dantian.
Oops.
This sword was extremely fierce, and Wu Yong’s face changed. He couldn’t tell the
panic at the time, so he had to block with the sword and dodge to the side at the same
time.
Dang!
When dodging, Wu Yong pushed his movement to the extreme and narrowly avoided
the sword, but the long sword in his hand also flew out and fell to the ground.
Han Bing’s face was icy cold, and he clenched his long sword to take advantage of the
situation to pursue, but Wu Yong was very cunning and dodged again, and behind Wu
Yong was Sun Dasheng.
Seeing this, Han Bing quickly withdrew the sword in order to avoid accidentally hurting
Sun Dasheng.
call!
While withdrawing this sword, Han Bing frowned, feeling very complicated.
This is trouble.
Uncle Wen, Uncle Great Sage, and others were all tied up with five flowers and couldn’t
move at all. In this case, if he fought against Wu Yong, if he was not careful, he would
accidentally hurt them…
Just when Han Bing was secretly depressed At that time, Wu Yong picked up the long
sword on the ground again, with a playful smile on his face: “Hanbing, although you are
very strong, it is not so easy to defeat me.”
Wu Yong is an old Jianghu, At this moment, it can be seen at a glance that Han Bing
takes into account the safety of Wen Chou Chou and everyone, and does not dare to
take action with all his strength.
And he himself had no worries.
In this case, he has already won half the battle.

Swish!
Hearing the ridicule, Han Bing was very angry, and said coldly: “Stop talking nonsense,
you are about to die.” The voice fell, and the delicate body erupted and attacked Wu
Yong again.
Wu Yong smiled evilly, not panic at all, and fought fiercely with Han Bing again.
Because he was worried about Wen Chou Chou and everyone else, Han Bing did not
dare to break out with all his strength, and in the next fight, he was almost suppressed
by Wu Yong everywhere.
This….
seeing this scene, whether it is Wen Chou Chou or Sun Dasheng and others, they are
all anxious.
It’s broken, Binger has concerns and can’t do her best.
If this goes on, I am afraid the situation will get worse and worse.
Anxious, Wen Chou Chou couldn’t help but shouted first: “Bing’er, don’t worry about our
safety, quickly kill this scum of the rivers and lakes.” This Wu Yong, threatening himself
is not count, but also trying to sully Su Qingyan, such a bastard Scum, he must not be
left to harm people in the arena.
The voice fell, and Sun Dasheng and others also responded.
“Yes, don’t worry about us.”
“Kill him…”
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Everyone’s words kept coming, Han Bing bit his lip and didn’t respond, but his attitude
was firmer.
“Uncle Wen, you don’t need to say anything!” The
next second, Han Bing said, “I will not put you at risk, and I will not let you suffer any
damage.” When saying this, Han Bing’s delicate face Full of seriousness.
Huh….
Seeing her so persistent, Wen Chou Chou and everyone were both moved and worried.

I have concerns, how could it be possible to kill this Wu Yong?
boom!
In the blink of an eye, another two minutes passed, Wu Yong found an opportunity and
slapped Han Bing on the shoulder. Hearing her groan, she took a few steps back, her
face pale.
“Haha…”
With one palm, Wu Yong was very proud, and smiled at Han Bingxie: “Girl fight with me,
you are still tender.”
Shameless!
Han Bing bit her lip tightly, her anger unspeakable, Wu Yong’s palm was too ruthless,
she clearly felt that her dantian power was beginning to disorder.
At the same time, Han Bing was also a little anxious.
I have to worry about the safety of Uncle Wen’s people, and I have to kill this scum. It is
difficult to balance the two. What should I do now?
“Hey!”
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Just when Han Bing was secretly anxious, Wu Yong smiled evilly and approached step
by step: “How is it, girl, the palm of your hand was uncomfortable, I told you just now
that you want to deal with it here. I’m completely asking for trouble, I think you should
just obey.”
At this time, Wu Yong was very proud.
This Frost, but a powerful figure of the Emei faction, was defeated by his own hands at
this time, and he was really excited when he thought about it. Moreover, the other party
was so beautiful, and after she was completely subdued, she must enjoy it.
Seeing Wu Yong getting closer and closer, Han Bing’s mind turned, and suddenly he
had an idea, and said coldly: “Wu Yong, do you really think that I am the only one who
sneaked in?”
Han Bing is very smart and knows the situation in front of him. , Wu Yong can’t be
severely injured head-on, only extraordinary methods can be used.
Um?

Seeing her expression, Wu Yong was stunned: “Do you still have accomplices?” Wu
Yong’s face was full of solemnity when he spoke. After all, this is the Tiantian
Superintendent. She is a girl, and it is impossible for her to break through the numerous
defenses of many divine soldiers.
Wu Yong didn’t know at this time that Han Bing had no accomplices. What he said just
now was just a mental trick against the enemy.
Seeing Wu Yong’s expression, Han Bing knew that he had been fooled. At that time, he
looked at the direction of the prison door behind him and looked very happy: “Father,
why are you so slow?”
Yes, Han Bing wanted to create a kind of Yue Feng. The illusion of arrival.
What?
Yue Feng is here too?
At this moment, Wu Yong’s heart trembled, and he suddenly lost his calm. At that time,
his face changed, and he looked back subconsciously.
However, there was nothing behind him, no one was there, how could there be a
shadow of Yue Feng?
Oops, cheated.
Finding no one behind him, Wu Yong realized that he had been deceived, but it was too
late.
“Go to hell!”
Without waiting for Wu Yong to turn his head, Han Bing gave a tender shout, raised his
jade hand, and quickly hit the back of Wu Yong’s heart. In an instant, in the burst of
palm power, a dragon roar could be vaguely heard, and at the same time , the ambient
temperature also dropped suddenly.
Yes, at this time, what Frost is using is the Big Ice Dragon Palm.
boom!
The palm of Wu Yong didn’t have time to dodge at all, and was directly slapped in the
back of the heart. Under the terrifying force, the whole person was directly frozen, and
the dantian meridians in his body were completely shattered.
At this moment, Wu Yong’s eyes widened, and before he could let out a tragic cry, he
died.

Phew….
Seeing this scene, Wen Chou Chou and everyone were excited.
This scum is finally dead.
Especially Sun Dasheng, who laughed at Han Bing and said, “Okay, Bing’er, you still
have a solution.” Han Bing
sighed with relief, smiled and walked over quickly, quickly released Sun Dasheng’s
people, and then took out the Emei Spirit Pill. To everyone: “Everyone is about to take
it. When you recover, let’s rush out together.”
After hearing this, everyone nodded, and after taking the pills one by one, they
meditated to recover.
…
On the other side, a small town dozens of miles away from Qintianjian.
On the way to the town, Nalan Wushuang and Tie Bowen, as well as thousands of
divine soldiers and generals, came mightily.
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Faced with such momentum, all the residents of the town hid.
call!
At this moment, the leading god general, looking at the quiet town in front of him,
couldn’t help but take a deep breath, and asked Nalan Wushuang, “Where are the
remnants of the demon race?”
At the same time, other god generals also looked towards Nalan Wushuang. Nalan is
unparalleled.
This town is quiet and peaceful, and there is no sign of the remnants of the demons….
Nalan Wushuang concealed his nervousness and pointed to the woods north of the
town: “We met there at the time.” When he was in town, Nalan Wushuang remembered
that there was a river next to the woods in the north.
As long as they get to the river, they and Tie Bowen will have a chance to escape.
Hearing the answer, the headed god will stop talking nonsense and wave his hand:
“Lead the way ahead.”

Hmm!
Nalan Wushuang nodded, looked at Tie Bowen, and walked quickly towards the woods.
Soon after they reached the river, Nalan Wushuang and Tie Bowen did not hesitate,
jumped deep and jumped directly into the river.
hateful!
When the incident happened suddenly, thousands of divine soldiers and generals had
no time to stop it.
“These two are too cunning.”
“Go downstream to chase.”
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In a panic, several gods advocated to pursue, but were stopped by the leading god.
“We’ve fallen for a trick.”
At this time, the leader of the god will have a solemn expression, saying word by word:
“The purpose of these two people is not just to play with us. There must be
accomplices. They are here for Wen Chou Chou and others, and want to rescue them.”
“Quick, go back!” The
voice fell, and thousands of divine soldiers rushed back to Qin Tianjian.
…
On the other side, Taihetang.
It was getting late, Yue Feng packed up the hall and prepared to enter the backyard to
rest.
After tonight, it’s time to leave tomorrow.
“Hey!”
As soon as he walked out of the hall, he heard Su Xueying’s voice behind him. Yue
Feng looked back and saw that she was holding a few rare spirit grasses in her hand.

Yue Feng was stunned for a moment. Su Xueying didn’t let him touch these kinds of
spirit herbs, but kept them in the innermost part of the pharmacy. Why did they take
them out today?
Just when Yue Feng was stunned, Su Xueying handed the spirit grass to him: “Send the
medicine to grandpa, let me tell you, grandpa has a friend who is a distinguished guest,
so don’t talk nonsense, don’t ask Don’t ask too much, just come out after the medicine
is delivered, you know?”
Su Xueying had an aloof attitude when she spoke.
Although during the day, he lost the bet with Yue Feng, but in Su Xueying’s heart, this
man is still a soft eater.
VIP?
Yue Feng didn’t pay much attention to Su Xueying’s attitude, but was a little curious.
Mr. Su has never been out of the town in his life, so he has friends from other places?
Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng nodded and took the medicine to the courtyard where
Mr. Su was.
At this time, in the main hall of the courtyard, Mr. Su prepared a table of wine and
dishes, and chatted with Shennong while drinking.
Squeak!
Yue Feng pushed the door and entered.
Seeing Yue Feng, Mr. Su waved his hand: “Put the medicine on the table, and hurry up
and rest. By the way, don’t tell the public about your distinguished guests today.”
In Mr. Su’s heart, although Yue Feng knew something He has medical skills, but he is
an outsider after all, and there is no need to know about Shennong.
“Okay!”
Yue Feng responded, walked in and prepared to put down the spirit grass to leave, but
when he saw Shennong, he was stunned.
Yue Feng?
At the same time, Shennong was stunned when he saw Yue Feng, and then he was
overjoyed.

“Haha…” In the next second, Shennong took the lead in reacting, stood up and smiled
at Yue Feng: “Why are you here? The old man is still thinking, how did I find you, haha,
what a coincidence.
” At that time, Shennong was indescribably happy.
Yue Feng came to his senses and laughed, “It seems that my senior and I have a good
relationship.”
At this time, Yue Feng was also surprised, and he never thought that the distinguished
guest Su Xueying said was actually Shennong.
This….
Seeing this scene, Mr. Su was stunned for a moment, looked at Yue Feng, and then at
Shen Nong, his eyes were full of incredulity, and his heart was full of doubts.
This kid actually knew Mr. Jiang…
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In Old Master Su’s heart, Shennong is a fairy-like figure. If ordinary people can see
each other, even if it is burning incense, how can you not be surprised that this kid is
very familiar with him?
“Hey!”
Just when Mr. Su was stunned, Su Xueying’s voice sounded outside the door: “Why
haven’t you come out yet, don’t disturb grandpa and the distinguished guests.”
Yue Feng ignored it.
Without getting a response, Su Xueying walked into the small courtyard angrily: “What’s
the matter with you? Why don’t you have any rules? You…” Speaking of which, Su
Xueying was stunned when she saw the scene in front of her.
I saw the distinguished guest, Mr. Jiang Lao standing there, looking at Yue Feng with a
smile on his face.
what happened?
This old Mr. Jiang doesn’t know him?
Impossible, this old Mr. Jiang is like a fairy, even his grandfather should be called
senior, how could he know such a person?

Thinking to herself, Su Xueying was about to go in and pull Yue Feng away.
“Haha…”
However, at this time, Shennong took Yue Feng’s arm and said with a smile: “We
haven’t been sitting and drinking together for a long time. Come, let’s have a few drinks
together.”
Yue Feng nodded: “Okay. !” He said and sat down.
This…
At this moment, Su Xueying’s delicate body trembled and she was stunned at the door.
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They…really know each other.
At this moment, Old Man Su reacted and said to Shennong, “Senior, you two… know
each other?”
Shennong nodded and pointed at Yue Feng: “Of course I know him, but he is…” After
that, Shennong was about to reveal Yue Feng’s identity, but at a critical moment, Yue
Feng stopped him with his eyes.
Shen Nong is a smart person, he immediately understood that Yue Feng wanted to hide
his identity, and immediately changed his words: “This little friend has some talent in
medical skills. I taught him some medical skills before, but he doesn’t have the name of
a teacher and a disciple, so he can be regarded as a friend. “
Oh my God…
Hearing this, Mr. Su’s heart was shocked, and he looked at Yue Feng, unable to hide
his envy.
This boy is very lucky, and he can teach Mr. Jiang his medical skills…
At the same time, Su Xueying was also shocked beyond words. She looked at Yue
Feng and was speechless for a while. , This person just learned a little skin medicine,
but he never thought that he was taught by Mr. Jiang.
At this time, Yue Feng didn’t know the relationship between Shennong and Mr. Jiang
Lao, so he smiled and asked, “Why is the senior here?” Huh
!

Shen Nong drank a glass of wine, and smiled and explained his relationship with Mr.
Su.
After finishing speaking, Shennong smiled at the old man Su and said, “This little friend
and I have some personal matters to discuss. You and this girl should avoid it first.”
What happened to the Nalan family is no trivial matter, so it’s better not to let them
know. .
“Yes, senior.” Grandpa Su didn’t dare to be negligent, got up quickly, and pulled Su
Xueying away, who was still stunned.
“Yue Feng!”
Shennong took a deep breath and said to Yue Feng with a solemn expression, “I
haven’t asked you, why are you here?”
Yue Feng smiled bitterly and told his own experience. .
“There is such a thing.”
Knowing the situation, Shennong frowned: “The head of the Wudang faction turned out
to be the prince of the Divine Realm, and the Divine King Haotian, who is diligent in
Tianjian, secretly joined with him.”
“It seems that the entire Kyushu will inevitably suffer a catastrophe. “
Speaking of this, Shennong took a deep breath and said to Yue Feng: “What this old
man has experienced recently is no trivial matter.” In the next few minutes, Shennong
will explain his experience in the Nalan family in detail.
What?
At this moment, Yue Feng’s expression changed: “Senior, are you sure that Nie Zhan is
using the power of the Demon Clan?” .
“It’s absolutely true.” Shennong took a deep breath and said slowly: “The old man has
fought against him, and the opponent’s strength is unfathomable. If it wasn’t for the
talisman on his body, the old man would be more fortunate.” After
speaking, Shennong was serious. Looking at Yue Feng: “Yue Feng, this remnant of the
Demon Race must not be taken lightly.”
Hu…

Yue Feng took a deep breath and said word by word: “Senior, this person is not a
remnant of the Demon Race, if I guess That’s right, this Nie Zhan is the lost Demon
Supreme, Gone!”
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“What did you say?” The
voice fell, Shennong’s heart was shocked, and he stared at Yue Feng, his brain
buzzing: “Mozu Supreme…Goni?”
Yue Feng nodded, his tone Dignified: “With such a strong strength, it must be him, you
can’t go wrong!” In the original battle between gods and demons, the demons were
annihilated in one fell swoop, and Gone and Moyan were lucky to survive.
Mo Yanxiang lost her jade, and now there is only Gone left, who else is there besides
him?
Hiss…
Seeing that Yue Feng was not joking, Shen Nong couldn’t help gasping for air and
sighed: “No wonder the opponent’s strength is unfathomable, it turned out to be him.”
At the same time, Shen Nong was also a bit lucky . .
Fortunately, there is a shape-shifting talisman on his body, otherwise, he would not
have thought of leaving the Nalan family alive at that time.
Thinking to himself, Shennong stood up directly, his face solemn: “This time is no small
matter, the patriarch of the Nalan family, and Nalan Xinran are all under his control, we
must find a way.” “
Well…”
As he said that, Shen Nong suddenly frowned, groaned, and covered his heart with his
hands, his face pale.
Shen Nong was injured when he fought with Gone before, and then escaped from the
Nalan family’s manor all the way here. Although he was strong, he couldn’t hold it any
longer.
“Senior!”
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng was taken aback. He grabbed Shennong and said in
amazement, “You…are you injured?” He clearly felt that there were residues in
Shennong’s meridians. With an evil spirit power.

It is because of the suppression of this demonic soul that Shennong is so weak.
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“fine!”
Shen Nong smiled weakly and comforted Yue Feng: “I tasted all kinds of herbs, and I
didn’t die from more than a dozen kinds of poisons. This little injury is nothing.” , looks
like he’s going to faint at any time.
call! Seeing
his state, Yue Feng took a deep breath and said slowly: “Senior is too injured, we must
expel the power of the devil soul as soon as possible.”
complex.
With Gone’s method, I am afraid that he will be able to find here soon, but Shennong’s
state, he can’t leave now, he must expel the power of the devil soul in his body as soon
as possible, otherwise, the longer it drags on, the more dangerous Shennong will be.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng helped Shennong to sit on the chair, and then walked out
quickly.
Outside the door, Mr. Su and Su Xueying stood there, still trying to figure out the
relationship between Yue Feng and Shennong. Seeing Yue Feng coming out at this
time, they all subconsciously greeted him.
“Master.”
Yue Feng didn’t talk nonsense. He asked Master Su straight to the point: “Is there a
place to hide here?
Where to hide?
Hearing this, Old Master Su and Su Xueying looked at each other, both secretly
surprised.
Then, Old Man Su reacted and said, “What happened?”
Su Xueying also looked at Yue Feng closely.
call!

Yue Feng took a deep breath and said slowly, “Senior was injured, very serious. We
need to find a quiet and undisturbed place for healing.” Until this time, Yue Feng still did
not reveal Shennong’s true identity.
After all, Old Master Su and Su Xueying are both ordinary people. The less they know,
the safer it is for them.
What?
Hearing this, Old Man Su and Su Xueying were both taken aback, they walked in
quickly and were stunned when they saw Shennong’s state.
Mr. Jiang is an immortal existence, who can hurt him?
It’s just that at this time, it’s not convenient for the two old masters to ask more
questions.
The next second, Mr. Su said: “Under the hall of Taihetang, there is a dark room, which
was built by the ancestors of my Su family hundreds of years ago to escape the war.”
“If Mr. Jiang doesn’t dislike it, you can use it for a while. .”
Hearing this, Yue Feng was overjoyed, it’s great, there is a place to hide, so I’m not
afraid that Gone will come to the door.
Um!
Shen Nong also nodded, and smiled weakly at the old man Su: “Then I will trouble you.”
“Senior is polite.” The old man Su had a humble face and said diligently: “The dark room
has been idle for many years, the senior can use it. Whatever you need, just tell me.”
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Hearing this, Shennong smiled slightly, shook his head and said, “I’m very grateful that
you allowed me to use the dark room. I need to recuperate, so I can just let this little
friend take care of me, no other help
is needed.” Yue Feng is here, no other help is needed at all.
Having said that, Shennong thought for a while, looked at the old man Su seriously, and
continued: “Also, the matter of my healing in the dark room must not be leaked, except
for your two grandchildren, you can’t let a third person know, otherwise There will be a
catastrophe, remember to remember.”
Phew!

Seeing his solemn expression, Old Man Su did not dare to neglect, and nodded again
and again: “Senior, don’t worry, this place is very safe, no one will know.” After the
voice fell, Old Man Su took the lead and walked towards the hall.
Yue Feng supported Shennong and followed closely behind.
Soon in the front hall, Mr. Su stopped in front of the medicine cabinet and reached out
to activate the hidden mechanism.
Kachacha…
I heard a sound of the mechanism, and a deep tunnel appeared on the counter floor.
At this time, Old Master Su stepped aside and said respectfully to Shennong: “Senior,
the dark room is below.”
Shennong nodded.
Yue Feng also nodded his head in approval. The entrance to this dark room was indeed
hidden, and he had been here for a few days, but he never found it. Muttering in his
heart, he helped Shennong into the secret passage.
“Xueying.”
At this time, Old Man Su ordered to Su Xueying: “Go and prepare some things for daily
use.” The senior who admired, finally took refuge in his own place, so he must make
proper arrangements.
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Su Xueying responded and quickly went to prepare.
After a while, Su Xueying prepared some daily necessities and slowly walked down the
secret passage.
In the dark room at this time.
Yue Feng looked around the darkroom and saw that the space was not bad. It was half
the size of a basketball court.
Shen Nong breathed a sigh of relief and was very satisfied with this place.
Shasha…

At this moment, Su Xueying walked down with her things in her arms. After putting it
down, she respectfully said to Shennong: “Senior, take a look, what else do you need?”
As she said, Su Xueying couldn’t help but glance at Yue Wind, my heart is very
complicated.
I don’t know what is so special about this person, so that Mr. Jiang can be treated so
specially. He should be kept aside for such a big thing as healing.
Shennong smiled and shook his head: “No, girl, go up, unless this little friend speaks,
don’t come down casually.”
“Okay, senior.”
Seeing Shennong attaching so much importance to Yue Feng, Su Xueying was even
more unconvinced, but He didn’t dare to show it, and after a good response, he turned
around and left.
Huh….
As soon as he left, Shennong took a deep breath, sat down cross-legged, and said to
Yue Feng, “Yue Feng, are you sure you can do it alone?” When he spoke, his face
couldn’t hide the worry.
Although Yue Feng’s strength is very strong, but what remains in his body is the power
of the Supreme Being of the Demon Race. Can he really expel it?
At this time, Yue Feng was not fully sure, and said slowly: “Try it.”
Om!
The voice fell, Yue Feng activated his divine power, and a golden light burst out from his
body, and then quickly walked to the exit of the secret passage, deploying three
enchantments in a row.
Shennong’s situation was very bad. Yue Feng could not be disturbed when he waited
for his hands to expel the magic power, so he deployed three enchantments. With these
three enchantments, even if Gone was nearby, he would not be able to detect it.
…
at this moment, above the dark room.
After Su Xueying walked out of the secret passage, she twisted the mechanism to
slowly close the entrance of the secret passage.

“Grandpa!”
After doing this, Su Xueying walked over slowly, and said to the old man Su
suspiciously: “What is the injury of Senior Jiang, did you see it just now?”
Phew!
With a dignified expression on his face, Mr. Su shook his head: “I just thought that Mr.
Jiang’s breath was weak, and I couldn’t tell what kind of injury he suffered.”
After speaking, Mr. Su looked at Su Xueying seriously: “It can hurt Mr. Jiang. Sir, the
other party is definitely not an ordinary person, it is not something we can imagine at all,
let’s not speculate too much.”
Su Xueying nodded.
A few seconds later, Su Xueying thought of something, bit her lip and said, “I’m just
curious, what is the relationship between that Feng Tao and Mr. Jiang. He actually
trusts him so much.”
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Mr.
Su pondered for a while, and said slowly: “The person who can be admired by Mr. Jiang
must have something extraordinary, this wind wave, you have to respect it in the future,
don’t shout at him at every turn, know “Is it?”
“As far as I can see, this Feng Tao is also known by Mr. Jiang. Fortunately, he was
taught some medical skills by Mr. Jiang, and there is nothing special about it.” Su
Xueying looked disapproving.
well!
Hearing this, Mr. Su was very helpless and waved his hand: “Forget it, how to treat that
kid is up to you, but now the most important thing is Mr. Jiang’s injury.”
“Mr. Jiang doesn’t want us to help, we can’t either. Don’t do anything, like this, starting
from tomorrow, I will watch in the lobby, you go to the mountain to collect more
medicine in case you need it.”
“Okay!” Su Xueying nodded.
……the
other side.

On a mountain dozens of miles northwest of the town, it was late at night, and a figure
was quietly suspended there.
Under the moonlight, this person was dressed in black, his face was extremely cold,
and his eyes couldn’t hide the evil spirit.
It was Gogne.
At that time, after Shennong escaped from the Nalan family by shifting his shape and
changing the talisman, Gone quickly reacted and pursued him all the way, but what
annoyed him was that he lost the chase when he reached the place in front of him.
“It shouldn’t be…”
At this time, Gone’s pupils shrank slightly, looked around, and said to himself: “No
matter how advanced Shennong’s medical skills are, it is impossible for Shennong to
get rid of the demon soul in the body in the process of escaping. Power.”
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“But… how come suddenly, there is no sense at all.”
Because there is a power of demon soul remaining in Shennong’s body, Gone can
catch up here all the way through the induction of the power of demon soul, but at this
time Gone clearly sensed his own induction of the power of demon soul in Shennong’s
body Disappeared.
Um?
At this moment, Gogne saw a small town not far away, and his eyes flashed slightly.
There is only such a small town more than ten miles away. Could it be that Shennong is
hiding in it.
Muttering in his heart, Gone’s figure flashed and he quickly walked towards the town.
……
Time flies by, and the next day is in the blink of an eye.
Early in the morning, Mr. Su got up early and came to the hall. After a while, Su Xueying
also got up.
“Grandpa?”

Seeing that Mr. Su got up so early, Su Xueying couldn’t help but say: “What are you
doing up so early?” Mr.
Su made a gesture of silence and scolded: “Don’t be so loud, Mr. Jiang is still here. We
can’t help you, but we must guard the entrance.”
Hearing this, Su Xueying was dumbfounded.
The entrance to the darkroom is so hidden that it is impossible to be discovered.
Besides, there are only so many people in the town, and no one will come to Taihetang
to make trouble.
Thinking to herself, Su Xueying ate some breakfast and went out with a bamboo basket
on her back. Today’s weather is good, so it’s suitable to go up the mountain to collect
herbs.
Seeing his granddaughter go out, Mr. Su made a cup of tea, and then flipped through a
medical book.
Um?
Just as he was fascinated, Mr. Su suddenly noticed something, raised his eyes to look
at the door, and saw a man standing there quietly, dressed in black, his expression was
indifferent, and he could not see his anger.
It’s just that there is a suffocating sense of oppression all over the body. It was as if it
was not a person standing there, but a mountain.
It was Gogne.
After Gone came to the town just now, after some observation, he locked Taihetang.
After all, Shennong was injured, and this was the only place he could hide.
call! Finally, the old man
Su came to his senses and slowly got up with a sigh of relief. He looked at Gone up and
down and asked, “Who are you?”
Healing?” While asking, Gone looked around the hall, trying to find some clues.
However, at the entrance of the dark room below, three enchantments were deployed
by Yue Feng, and even Gone would not notice it for a while.
It was him….

Hearing the question, Old Man Su was shocked, and instantly understood that
Shennong’s injury was related to the man in front of him. Anger instantly surged in my
heart.
This person is not too timid, he even dared to come to Mr. Jiang’s door.
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At this time, Mr. Su wanted to turn his face immediately, but when he thought of
Shennong in the dark room below, he held back and said lightly: “No one came to the
doctor today, and no one was healed.”
“If you are looking for someone, you are looking for the wrong one. It ‘s the place.”
After saying this, Mr. Su continued to lower his head to read, but his attention was
always on Gone.
No?
Hearing the answer, Gone frowned secretly, and when he saw Old Man Su pretending
to be reading a book, he suddenly became suspicious.
“Sir!” In the
next second, Gone walked slowly and looked at Mr. Su quietly: “I know that the old man
is hiding here. It is your duty as a doctor to save him.”
“But I tell you, I It’s a personal grievance with him, so don’t get into trouble and tell me
where he is hiding.”
When he said this, Gone’s tone was slow, seemingly polite, but there was a cold glow in
his eyes.
Gudong!
Upon meeting this gaze, Old Man Su couldn’t help shivering.
What a terrible look, who is this person? What kind of enmity is there between him and
Mr. Jiang?
But despite the nervousness in his heart, Old Man Su still had a firm attitude, shook his
head and said, “This little friend, I really don’t know what you are talking about. I am a
medical center, not a shelter. There is no one you are looking for. Please leave.”
What a pedantic old man.

Gonier frowned, and was too lazy to talk nonsense at the time, and walked straight to
the backyard.
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“you….”
Seeing this scene, Mr. Su was furious and couldn’t help scolding: “You stop, there is a
private place behind you, don’t break in.” This person is so rampant, he is simply
lawless.
However, Gogne ignored it at all and continued to walk towards the backyard.
“What a lunatic.” Old Man
Su was completely angry, stood up instantly, and raised his hand.
Chi Chi…
I heard a sound of breaking through the air, and more than a dozen cold beams shot
towards Gone like lightning.
There are more than a dozen silver needles. Old Master
Su is not a cultivator and has no inner strength. What he used at this time was the ‘Su
Family Thirteen Needles’ passed down from generation to generation by their Su family.
This needle method is unpredictable and mysterious.
Old Master Su’s purpose is very simple, even if the other party’s aura is very strong, he
can’t avoid his own thirteen needles of Su Clan.
However, he was wrong.
Ding ding ding …
In the blink of an eye, the silver needle slammed into Gone’s back, and a crisp sound
was heard, and more than a dozen silver needles bounced off.
“How could this be?”
Seeing this scene, Old Man Su’s heart trembled, and he was stunned.
Such a sharp silver needle could not pierce his skin.
Is that human being?

At this time, Mr. Su didn’t know yet, the identity of the other party was far beyond his
imagination.
Swish!
Just when the old man Su was shocked, Gone stopped and looked back at him coldly,
with anger flashing in his eyes: “Sir, you are courting death.”
The voice fell, and Gone slowly raised his right hand, five fingers forming claws.
In an instant, Mr. Su felt his body light up, as if his neck was caught by an invisible
hand, and he slowly rose up. In the blink of an eye, his face turned red, and it became
difficult to breathe.
“Speak.” Gone’s face was gloomy: “Where is the person?”
“Cough cough…” Mr.
Su coughed a few times and spit out a few words with difficulty: “You madman, it will not
end well. .” This man’s strength is too terrifying, and he must not be allowed to know
where Mr. Jiang is hiding.
Seeing him being so stubborn, Gone no longer asked, but shouted at the backyard:
“Shen Nong, thanks to your dignified Yaozu, you are respected by the world, but now
you are like a tortoise with a shrinking head, and you have to rely on an ordinary person
for protection.”
“If you still have a little bit of backbone, show up quickly and don’t implicate innocent
people.” The
deep voice spread throughout the Taihetang for a long time.
However, half a minute passed without getting the slightest response.
At this time, the dark room where Shennong and Yue Feng were located was separated
from the outside by three enchantments, so they could not hear it at all.
Shennong?
At this moment, when he heard Gone’s words, Mr. Su widened his eyes and was
shocked.
What does this man say? Shennong?
Could it be that… Mr. Jiang Lao, whom I admire, is the well-known Yaozu Shennong in
Kyushu?
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Under the shock, the old man Su only felt that it was getting harder and harder to
breathe, and couldn’t help scolding: “madman, you have to die…”
Senior Shennong is admired by the world, and his enemy must be the big one. Evil
villains.
“Looking for death!”
Hearing Old Man Su’s scolding, Gone was annoyed and said coldly, then his figure
flashed forward and slapped Old Man Su Tianling Gai with his palm.
boom!
With a dull sound, Mr. Su didn’t have time to scream, his brain burst, and he fell in a
pool of blood.
After killing Mr. Su, Gone went directly into the backyard and started to search, but what
annoyed him was that the entire Taihetang and the courtyard behind it were empty and
there was not a single person.
When no one was found, Gogne became more and more annoyed.
Did Shennong leave?
Crash…
Just as Gone frowned and thought about it, footsteps suddenly sounded on the street
outside Taihetang, followed by the voices of town residents.
“What happened just now?”
“I don’t know, but I can be sure that it was from Taihetang.” “
It won’t be an accident, right, go in and have a look.”
People rushed in, and the leaders were Li Wei and the others. Just now, the movement
of Gone to kill the old man Su was very loud. When everyone heard the sound, they
rushed over to investigate.
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hiss!
The moment they entered the hall, everyone in Li Wei couldn’t help gasping for air.

I saw that the old man Su was lying in a pool of blood, the Tianling cover was shattered,
and the death was very miserable, and in the passage leading to the backyard, there
was a man with a very expression on his face.
For a time, the entire Taihetang hall was deadly silent.
Everyone’s eyes were focused on Gone, both shocked and angry.
Who is this person? He actually murdered Mr. Su.
Simply insane.
Seeing Li Wei and the others rushing in, Gone’s face did not fluctuate at all, but only
frowned secretly.
Shen Nong couldn’t find it, and another group of annoying ants came.
“Hey!”
Finally, Li Wei took the lead in reacting, took a step forward, pointed at Gone and
shouted, “Who are you? You dare to commit murder in Taihetang, is there any king
law?
” They all came to their senses, and they all attacked Gone.
“Old Master Su is so old, and he can do it all, it’s just a shame.”
“Not bad…”
Facing the anger of everyone, Gone was annoyed, and said coldly: “Go away!”
Mad!
Hearing this, Li Wei’s anger was completely ignited.
“Killing people is so rampant!”
“Arrest him and avenge Master Su.”
“Avenge!”
Everyone yelled, Li Wei picked up a wooden stick and rushed up first. In the small town,
he was considered a demon king of chaos. , How can I hold back when I see someone
committing murder on my own territory at this time?
At the same time, the others rushed towards Gone.

“Looking for death!”
Seeing everyone rushing up, Gone’s face didn’t show the slightest fluctuation. After he
finished speaking coldly, he raised his hand and waved. In an instant, the entire
Taihetang hall was enveloped in a red light.
As the red light flickered, streaks of blood-colored light burst out.
Puff puff…
Li Wei and the others hadn’t reacted to what was going on, all of them were penetrated
by the blood-colored light, and then fell to the ground one after another, dying out of
breath.
The air was full of blood, and Gone looked indifferent, turned and entered the backyard
to search.
However, after searching several times, he could not find Shennong’s figure. Gone
guessed that Shennong might have escaped, so he stopped staying at that time and
flew away.
…
in a dark room.
Yue Feng sat cross-legged behind Shennong and focused on expelling the remaining
demonic soul power in Shennong’s body.
Huh…
I don’t know how long it took, Yue Feng opened his eyes and withdrew his hands, took
a deep breath, his forehead was covered in sweat, and his face was extremely weak.
It has to be said that the power of Gone’s demon soul is too strong, and Yue Feng can’t
get rid of it at all by relying on the power of the primordial spirit. Finally, he exerted the
power of the red lotus of the law to finally get rid of it, but in this way, Yue Feng also
Spent a lot of power.
“Haha!”
The power of the demon soul in his body was expelled, and Shennong was relieved. At
that time, he couldn’t help laughing and slowly stood up: “As expected of Yue Feng, the
powerful demon in Kyushu, such a powerful demon power was actually used by you It
was expelled so quickly.”

